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 56 REVIEWS.

 beneath the mass of immediate and more obvious tasks. Thus there was a period,
 now happily long past, when the rulers of the Department were possibly a little
 prone to imagine that it was not necessary to think of doing any more " scientific "
 work, that the great triangulation was good for all time, that the main level lines
 were as precise as could ever be required, that nothing lay before them but a
 continuous revision of the maps to keep pace with the alterations imposed on
 the face of the land by the interfering hand of man. However, if such ideas
 ever did exist they have long since passed into the limbo of forgotten things?
 It is now and has for some time past been fully recognized that, to quote the
 words of the present Report, " the Department which ignores its scientific
 duties tends to f all into routine and to adopt a habit of accepting methods which
 are supposed to be just good enough, but which, as a fact, are never good enough
 in the long run."

 As an earnest of the new spirit we have the test repetition of a small piece of
 the original triangulation begun in 1909, and now almost completed. The
 results of this will be of great interest to geodesists. Another piece of scientific
 work, recently started, is the revision of the main lines of levelling, on which
 more detail is promised in next Report. Precise levelling is a subject to which
 little attention has been given in this country, compared with the United States,
 or with the Continent, where great progress has been made in recent years. The
 new work will not only be of a far higher order of precision than the old, but more
 effective precautions will be taken to preserve the datum points. No discussion
 is given as to the exact limits of error aimed at, but it is to be supposed that
 the main network will conform to the standard for " nivellements de haute

 precision," as defined in the proceedings of the Seventeenth International Geodetic
 Congress. In conjunction with this a determination, long overdue, of the true
 mean sea-level at two stations on the English coast will be made. An interesting
 discussion is given of the degree of accuracy which can be attained by measure-
 ments made from a paper map, and a very substantial saving in the method of
 producing large-scale town plans, such as are now required for the new land
 valuation, is foreshadowed. Lastly, we may note with pleasure that a new
 J-inch engraved map of the United Kingdom is promised.

 E. H. H

 AFRICA.

 The Survey or Southern Nigeria.

 ' Handbook of the Southern Nigeria Survey.' By Major F. G. Guggisberg, cm.g., e.e.
 Edinburgh: W. & A. K. Johnston. 1911. Price Ss. %d.

 The survey of Southern Nigeria was reorganized in 1910, and the Colonial
 Office Rep6rt of the work up to March, 1910, shows that at that time no tri?
 angulation had been carried out, the western province had been covered with
 a network of traverses, and two sheets of the six then published had been
 approximately eontoured. During the two years which have elapsed since
 then 10,000 square miles have been covered with main and minor triangulation,
 8000 square miles have been completely surveyed, and 8 half-degree sheets have
 been completed and sent in for publication. This is an excellent record for
 work carried on in a region where the physical conditions are far from favourable
 for rapid and well-controlled surveying ; and that, in addition to this output of
 work, Major Guggisberg has been able to print a complete set of regulations and
 technical instructions, shows that the work is rapidly becoming definite in
 character, and that he has realized the importance of the organization of the
 survey being developed along with the fieldwork and being kept up to it. Such
 regulations are f ar from lacking interest even for those who may not be acquainted
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 with the local conditions, for it is the adaptation of the various types of surveying
 methods to the special character of the work which is so instructive. The regula?
 tions of the Survey of India and Close's Textbook of Surveying have been largely
 drawn upon in preparing these regulations, and material from these sources has
 been modified and developed to meet local conditions, and to utilize the experience
 gained in Nigeria. The close nature of the country makes triangulation very
 difficult in the forest area, and the demand for maps for administrative purposes
 has necessitated a very free use of traverses executed with the theodolite or
 with the compass. These are classified as primary, secondary, etc, and the
 primary theodolite traverses, which are run for distances of 50 miles and more,
 are required to reach an accuracy of 1 : 2000 in measurement of length, which is
 carried out by means of two steel bands strainedtol5 lbs., and corrected for the
 average temperature. The permissible error in azimuth for primary traverse angles
 is given as ? 20" and a closing error not exceeding 3" per side is passed ; these
 angles are controlled by an observation for azimuth every 5 miles. Sides of these
 traverses should be as long as possible, and the minimum of 300 feet is probably
 necessitated by the character of the country ; for, as 200 feet is the mean length
 of a side in the compass traverses, the advantage of long sides for theodolite
 traverses and short sides for compass traverses seems to be hardly enough
 emphasized. The main triangulation is being observed with 6-inch micrometer
 theodolites, and thetriangular error may not exceed 6" ; last season's work showed
 an average error of 4*33", so that this work may just f all within the usual limits
 of second-order triangulation. It is used to control a minor triangulation which
 is observed with 6-inch or 5-inch micrometer theodolites, and in which the
 triangular error may not exceed 15"; in last season's work the average error
 was 8*8". The sides of the triangles range from 1 to 10 miles against 10 to 40
 miles of the main series, so that this minor triangulation may be classed as third-
 order triangulation.

 The whole of the organization which these regulations describe, gives us the
 impression of a well-arranged scheme in which reasonable concessions have been
 made to the necessity for rapid work and an early provision of maps, without
 losing sight of the revision which must take place in the future when more time
 is available, and the controls are more complete. So long as errors are determined,
 are kept within specified limits, and records are caref ully preserved, such revision
 offers no serious diffieulties. At present computations are mainly carried out in
 the field by the surveyor, but we anticipate that it will soon be found more
 economical and more accurate to do this work centrally. Pressure is always put
 on survey officers to keep every available man on field-work, but a stage is soon
 reached by any survey which develops on well-ordered lines, at which the
 advantages of independent computation outweigh the f ancied but not real gain
 in speed of the other plan. Mechanical computation now allows the employment
 of untrained computers with excellent and reliable resuits if they are under the
 supervision of a capable mathematician. As soon as cadastral work is under-
 taken the accurate determination of the area of each holding is the most im?
 portant result to be attained, and for this independent computation by a well-
 organized computing staff is essential.

 H. G. L.
 West Central Africa.

 * Chiefs and Cities of Central Africa.' By Olive Macleod. Illustrations and Maps.
 Edinburgh and London: William Blackwood & Sons. 1912. 16s. net.

 Between August, 1910, and May, 1911, Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Talbot and Miss
 Olive Macleod (now Mrs. C. L. Temple) made a very interesting journey in West
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